The ultimate device for the modern workplace.

The Modern Workplace is changing

- More data and information to drive innovation
- Fewer cubicles and silos to collaborative workspaces
- More pressure to deliver results faster
- Higher expectations to be more creative and get more done
- A focus on shared success over individual

This is the world that Surface was built for

The iconic Surface 2-in-1, now even faster and more versatile with USB-A & USB-C.

- Pro X
  Ultra-light versatile
  The iconic Surface 2-in-1, now even faster and more versatile with USB-A & USB-C.

- Book 2
  Powerhouse performance
  Ultimate performance in a laptop form with 13.5” or 15” detachable touchscreen.

- Studio 2
  Ultimate creative studio
  The most immersive and powerful Surface desktop with a 28” fully adjustable touch-screen.

- Hub 2S
  Teamwork without boundaries
  All-in-one digital whiteboard, meetings platform, & collaborative computing device

- Laptop 3
  Style and speed
  The everyday laptop is now even faster. Two durable finishes with 13.5” or 15” touchscreens.

- Go
  Portable power
  The smallest, most affordable Surface with a 10” touchscreen. Available with 4G LTE

The right device for the right job

No matter what field you specialise in, Ultima and Microsoft have a Surface Device for you. We’ve put together 3 use cases for the Microsoft Surface Suite

- Legal
  It’s a desktop to solve cases, a tablet when sitting side-by-side with a client, and a laptop when you’re away from your office.
  Recommended Device
  Microsoft Laptop 2

- IT
  No more juggling between two devices. Surface is the one device that delivers laptop power and tablet functionality.
  Recommended Device
  Microsoft Surface Pro

- Procurement
  From purchasing products, to meeting suppliers, to engaging customers, Surface helps you be at the right place at the right time.
  Recommended Device
  Microsoft Surface Pro

Request Your Demo Units

If you would like to find out more about how Microsoft Surface devices can supercharge your productivity, click the link below to request your own demo units or just to learn more.